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A CHARACTERIZATION OF 
PARTIAL GEOMETRPC DESIGNS* 
for the txrstence of a partial 
I. Introduction 
A cc- .Quration (t‘. /X r. k ) is an incidence structure (:?. S&,9 ). where 9 is a set of 
I‘ points and .+I is a sot of h Mocks, and .9 is an incidence relation such that (i) each 
point is incr&nt with exactly or MPcks. and (ii) each block is incident with exactly k 
point\. The blocks may be regarded as certain specified SUGMS of the set of points 
9. ‘I‘hr incidence then t~comes the containing relation. the point A, (i = 
1 ’ ,*.-... r ) being incidtmt with the block p, (j = 1.2. . . . , 6) if and only if A, E /3,. 
WC% shall denote A (A,, A,, ), i Z a. the number of blocks containing both the points 
A, and A, and set h (A,, A, ) = r. Clearly. 
Let .N = (n,,) be the incidence matrix of the configuration, i.e., II,, = 1 or I) 
according as A, is or is not incident with /3,. The configuration is said to he 
~c~nnccted if N cannot be reduced to thz form 
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by a permutation of the rows and columns where N, is a U, x h, matrix, 2L, v, = v, 
2: I h. = Is. Let $ denote the o x v matrix all of whose elements are unity. Eenoting 
the transpose of N by IV” WC have 
If the configuration is connected, then rk is a simple Ggenvalue of NW, Define 
(1.3) 
The zonfiguration (v, b, r, k) is then said to be a partial geometric destpn 2 with 
parameters (t. Jr, I, c 1. t 2 ,,!, if for all i, j, 1 s i d v, 1 s j s b, we have 
Since I 2 1. a partial geometric design is a connected I-iesign. 
Partial geometric designs were introduced by Bose et al. in [2] and were uaed to 
generalize the Hall-Connor embedding theorem [B], psdJved by them for A s 2. to 
ini! vatties of A. It was shown that if k exceeds a cer!ain function of A, then a 
quasi-residual design. i.e., a balanced incomplete block (BIB) design with parame- 
I!er5 
c 
k(h + A - 1). = --_ b = (_k+A)(k+A-1) r=k+A I, A , 
El A l 
l . . (13) 
can b,e embedded in a symmetric BIB design with parameters 
t”1= I= b (k+A)(k+, = = 
A 
. r,=k. k+A A , 1 A. 
Given a partial geometric design (r, E, c. C) for which the parameter c = 0. two 
istintt points ,4, and A, cannot be both incident with two different blocks. 
Suppose A, and A, are incident with the distinct blocks /t3, and fly. Then 
.NAJ,)= 1~9 A(A,,A,) 2 2 and A (A,, A,, ) 5 1 for any point x incident with & x ,# i
trr *. Since there exist k - 3 bpoints other than A, and A, which are incident with p,, 
m(_A,. #3J = c {A,.A,)zk+r 
@Lc-fl, 
bich contradicas :he second part of (I.+ This shows that a partial geomctrtc 
n (t. %, I, Of) is a partial geometry with parameters (r, k, t) in the sense defiwd by 
or if the blocks are called lines then cleariy the following axioms are 
a, o’ants a!e incident with at most one line. 
oint is incident with r lines. 
rite is incident with k points. 
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(A,) If point A is not irxident with a line p. then there pass through .;“(, exactly t d 
lines intersecting fi. where I 2 1. 
Conversely a partial geometry (r, k. t j is a partA geometric design (r, R. LO). 
2. The eigenvalues of S = NW where N is the kidence matrix of ~1 partial 
gmmet ric design (r, k, t. c ) . 
Consider a part ial geometric design ‘J with parameters (r, k, 1. c), poinis 
A,, A?. . . . . 4,. blocks p,. /il.-. . . . . Sh and incidence matrix N. It has been shown in 
i 1 2 tiiidt 
t‘ = A[(r - l)(k -- 1) f t -- cl/t. b = r[(r - l)(k - I)+ t -cjlr. (2.1) 
If we set ttt (A.. HI ) = m,, and defilrle the matrix M = (m,, ). we have from (1.3) 
A! := (m,, 1 = (h.J(n,,) = ‘V~V’.V. (2.2) 
0 tf n,, = 0, 
m,, = I r-a--l-+-c if n,, = 1. 
uherc 1, r. is ;o t‘ y b rnatrih. all c>f whose elements are unity and 
O=r+k - 1 + c -- 2. (2 A) 
Cbnversely reversing the steps of argument it is readily seen fhaf if the incidence 
matrix !b’ of a (t!. b. r. k ) confiqration satisfies the relation (2.3) for qome 0, then the 
contrpuration is a partial ge~~;~~triC design (r, k. t, C) where c is given by (2.4). We 
thus have; 
We have that 
since the sum of eat-i, coiumn of N’ is r. Again 
.?S = SJ = rkJ. 
(2.7) 
(L(1) 
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(2.10) 
are 0, rk and 8. 
is a simple eigenvalue. We have thus shown 
that NV’ has a cinglc non-zero eigenvalue 8 besides the simple eigenvalue tk, 
whew 8 i\ giwn by (2.4). 
Let alI and Q- hc the respective multiplicitits of the cigcnvalues 0 and 0 of .VN’. 
fhen 
3. A chwacterizatim tub parGal gmmetrie designs 
I.ct IV he the incidmce matrix of a connected tactical configuration (~6. r, k ) 
+uch tha; the spectrum of ,V!V’ is 
ere P.: is \imp4e. Let 
.% = .VN’ = A + rl. (3.2) 
r\ a y-nnmstric nokncgatiw integral matrix with Lerocs in the m;tin 
and 
R(A) = :r(k - I)* -. r. 8 - f), (2.3) 
p == fd -C r)(d - &))fv, d=r(k-I), &,=&-r. (3.4) 
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Proof. From (3.8) 
?Jow I snd A iire commuting red +mmetric matrices. Hence there exists an 
orth: +yn;rl m;rtriw U wch that 
I M I *’ = diq (cf. - 1. - r, . . . , -- r. c 6. . . . . 4) = A,,, (3.6) 
I -A: = d,;,g {C’, 0.0, . . .o. 0.0 . . . ,O} = J,,. (3.7) 
(3.8) 
= p(d -- &)/ from (3.5). 
. Since the cictnicmts of .8’ ;uc” rtxd 
Rank X = Rank XX’ = Rank (p(d - &)J) =l 1. 
(3. IO) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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WC can therefore take 
\ ’ 
. . . . . 
C,x’I c,,x;1 ..I 
From (3.14) ad (X16), 
c, 2 x, = r(d -&)it’O. i = 1.2. 
t-1 
.*i Cl = c: = . . . = c,. 
(3.16) 
(2. I?) 
Hence 1 rom Theorem 2.1. the configuration is partial geometric design (F, k. t, e ) 
*here c 6:) @en hp (2.4). Combining this with Theorem 3.2 we hatie the following 
aracferization of a partial geometric design. 
‘Fhwrem S,S. A cmnected configuration (tr. b, r, k ) with incidence matrix N IS a 
Gal ,~ermearic design(r, k, t, c ) if and only if NIV’ has a siq$e w12-3~0 eigcnealue 
other &an the srmple oigenva:w rk. 
e ~~u~t~Flic~t~ of 8 mu+t be integral. we have: - 
A necessary condition for the r,ri(;rence of a parsial geometric design 
at the MUdrelr aI given by (2.12) is integral. 
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